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After the two first issues
i
of the IJHSD,
I
Green Lines Institutte now publish
hes the third iissue of the Jo
ournal,
thus continuing
c
a consistent patth in the publiccation of original scientific contributes
c
in the field of he
eritage
and sustainable
s
de
evelopment. In
n the first two years of itss existence, th
he Journal wa
as published once
o
a
year; but in 2013, for
f the first time, the Journ
nal will be pub
blished twice and
a becoming
g biannual from
m now
on. Th
he main objecctive originallyy presented – “making thesse two sometimes separated subjects [he
eritage
and sustainable
s
de
evelopment] a common objject of analyssis and researrch”) – remain
ns and is rein
nforced
with this
t
new periodicity. This issue, in partticular, gathers some of th
he most significant contrib
butions
presen
nted to and presented at the internatio
onal conferen
nce on heritag
ge and sustainable develop
pment,
Herita
age 2012. Aftter assessmen
nt by the scie
entific committee in orderr to identify tthe most sign
nificant
contributions for th
he purposes of this issue, authors were invited to rewrite
r
their papers into Journal
J
article
es that were then submitte
ed to peer-revview. In read
ding througho
out these articcles the relationship
betwe
een sustainable developmen
nt and heritag
ge regains a new strength and
a the interdependence be
etween
both is proven even
n more tightly.
Yet, the ma
ain areas of research
r
and discussion co
overed by the
e Journal rem
mained the sa
ame as
ematic coherence: a) herita
age and susta
ainable
originally proposed, for their ressearch worthiiness and the
omics, b) herritage and go
overnance forr sustainable developmentt, c) sustainable preservattion of
econo
natura
al heritage, d) sustainab
ble preservatiion of cultural heritage, e) heritage
e and communities
develo
opment, f) he
eritage and su
ustainable tourism and g) sustainable
s
prreservation off built heritage
e. This
third issue
i
therefore covers a vast area of rese
earch and the
e articles discu
uss some majo
or points conccerning
both theoretical
t
and
d field researcch on heritage
e and sustaina
able developm
ment. The sequence of the papers
was organised
o
in au
uthor's first na
ame alphabeticc order.
The first article, from Gre
een et al., argu
ues that “univ
versities have the capacity tto play an imp
portant
role in supporting the living he
eritage of place by acting as anchor in
nstitutions in making susta
ainable
munities”. To prove
p
this poin
nt, the new to
own of Hatfielld was chosen
n as case-stud
dy and the ind
dustrial
comm
past remembered.
r
T concept of
The
o “sense of place”
p
played a central role in the researcch having in mind
m
its
imporrtance in place
e-shaping and
d localism, wh
hich are centrral to public policy
p
and plan
nning discoursse and
practice in the UK
K. Authors alsso stressed th
hat “as one of few pointss of continuitty in a comm
munity,
univerrsities remain underexplore
ed as institutions with the
e resilience, adaptability
a
an
nd capital to act as
ancho
ors to lead wo
ork on reclaim
ming lost pastss and build su
ustainable futtures.”. Povilio
onis discussess in his
article
e the Lithuanian Baroque organbuilding
o
art tradition, also introduciing the imporrtance of the Vilnius
Schoo
ol of Late Baro
oque Organbu
uilding (VSLBO
O). The Authorr argues in favvour of the im
mportance of this
t
art
and trradition for th
he formation of
o the East-European organ art in the 18th century an
nd discusses th
he role
of the
e most promin
nent organma
aster, Nicolauss Jantzon. Pre
esenting the history
h
of orga
anbuilding sin
nce the
16th century
c
as sccenario, Povilio
onis focus on the Vilnius artisans’
a
work (that spread across the present
p
territo
ories of Lithua
ania, Belarus, Poland and Latvia
L
and are
e easily recogn
nised in the g
general panora
ama of
Baroq
que organs) an
nd specially on
n Jantzon’s acttivity and the detailed recon
nstruction of o
organ conceptt in the
Berna
ardine Church in Vilnius. In
n his article on
o the plan to
t promote and
a
preserve the fortifications of
Pamplona, Valdene
ebro García presents
p
a very significan
nt case studyy. Departing from the facct that
mportant fortiffied city in no
orthern Spain
n whose defensive elements were main
ntained
Pamplona is an im
of the 19th century
c
practically intact (tthat being an exception ass the demogrraphic growth at the end o
cause
ed enlargemen
nt of urban layyouts and the ancient medie
eval walls werre demolished
d in the processs) the
Autho
or presents and discusses th
he new uses of
o the walls: “some modern
n facilities have
e been incorp
porated
into th
he old walls at the same tim
me as turning them into an
n entertainmen
nt area”. The next article iss about
the Iffugao rice terraces (Philipp
pine) that havve been listed as a UNESCO
O World Herittage Site in Danger
D
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since 2001. Cagat focused her research on the link between heritage conservation efforts and
development projects. One of the major issues under analysis is the Ambangal Mini-hydro Plant (in
operation since 2010) used to demonstrate the link between heritage conservation and community
development. This article also reflects the ethnographic research that was done in the Ifugao Province and
the Author concludes that the article “demonstrates spatial relations are at the crux of tensions. Issues
regarding access to resources, and autonomy over its management are entangled in people’s sense of
place.”. The Virtual Sydney Rocks is under analysis in Devine's article on virtual heritage. The author
argues that virtual heritage “offers worldwide audiences the ability to interact with virtual copies of
heritage objects and places” solving the problem of limited number of visitors in some popular sites. The
case-study “is designed to be an engaging and informative virtual heritage resource that allows users to
explore the oldest part of Sydney over a 200-year period” namely by setting the time and by observing the
site as it was. First person view is enabled and visitors can move around and explore it freely. The casestudy will be further used for conducting research on the effect that different user engagement strategies
produces on the sense of ‘being there’. In their article Rankin & Crompton studied the Labrador Metis (a
people of mixed European and Inuit ancestry who live along the coast of central and southern Labrador,
Canada). They present some of the results of a multidisciplinary research project that focus on the politics
of identity, and aims at understanding the archaeological past in order to negotiate a sustainable future.
The changes that occurred there in the last 20 years were particularly important regarding the people's
development of a sense of cultural identity and shared history. The Island of Mozambique is presented as
a case study in Damen's et al. article, which focuses on management deficiencies and aggressive
development as two major threats to cultural World Heritage properties. The article presents and
discusses the impact of factors affecting the attributes conveying the outstanding universal value, by
relating their patterns of change in time. The analysis of landscapes as ancient heritage in Béziers area is
the scope of Marchal's article, the role of the Cultural Park of Biterrois being the central issue under study.
As the Author emphasises, “The ''Biterrois" has been perceived, appreciated and classified since the
Renaissance up to now” and the “awareness of local heritage in the Biterrois emerged in the 1640s.”. The
article also focuses on heritage enhancement actions that have taken place since the early 2000s, within
the framework of the European Union. In her article, Jackson discusses sustainability in the context of
cultural heritage. The study focuses on heritage in England and stresses the difference between the iconic
importance (and the materiality) of sites and the “attempt to keep the site open and in use, thus providing
a meaningful and sustainable contribution to the present”. The article uses as case-studies two theatres in
North West England that have recently been assessed for listing, and discusses “whether the new Localism
Bill for England could help to provide a sustainable future for buildings such as these.”.
The Editor wishes to thank all Authors who contributed to the issue and hopes that it will contribute
to foster the discussion on heritage and sustainable development, given the relevance of the contributions
being published. The Editor also wishes to thank all members of the Editorial Board for their kind and
permanent contribution.
The IJHSD is, from the previous issue onwards, published in electronic format (under e.ISSN) and
open access via the web-site [http://ijhsd.greenines-institute.org]. A printed version (under ISSN) will also
be available as “print-on-demand” option, for all those wishing to purchase a hard copy. The call for
papers for future issues of the IJHSD remains open and the Journal very much welcomes further original
contributions to the theme.

